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Use these pre-writing activities for preschoolers to help your students develop the fine motor skills they'll need to write.

What are your favorite pre-writing activities for preschoolers? At school, he is asked to trace his name as well
as other letters they are working on. Kids can use their fingers or an unsharpened pencil to practice writing. I
love using count and clip cards to practice using clothespins. What prewriting activity would you add to this
list? Skills Needed for Pre-Writing Lines In order for your child to be able to successfully complete
pre-writing skills, there needs to be some ground-work. In order for the fine motor movements needed for
handwriting to develop, a child needs to have a solid base of support, which means strong gross motor skills
and movements. Well, those dot-to-dot worksheets actually help build pre-writing skills! Cut plastic straws
into one-inch segments. Examples of Tracing Letters: Trace over your writing or tactile letters, like sandpaper
letters or glitter glue letters. Create these by drawing a letter in glitter glue on an index card. When you think
about the way a baby develops, what typically tends to develop first, fine motor or gross motor skills? Peg or
Straw Prewriting Activity Any basic fine motor activity where your child is holding an object similar to how
they would hold a pencil helps build grip strength. As a baby begins to explore the world around them through
rolling, crawling, and standing, they are building those strong core muscles for future fine motor tasks. You
can also poke holes in the top of a plastic container and have your child place straws inside for another fun
prewriting activity. Trace inside letter stencils on a light table. Dot painting helps familiarize your children
with letter and number shapes while practicing precision in placing their finger or the Q-tip. Blocks Blocks!
Then, begin creating dot-to-dots to form a favorite object, like a ball. Related Posts. Masking tape A roll of
colored masking tape and a clear surface make this a fun center activity at writing time. Updated  I love this
skunk tweezer we found at a local education store. Pin It! Caroline is a wife, homeschooling momma to two
undeserved blessings, writer, former public school teacher, and picture book fanatic. Glitter glue Pre-writing
lines are important building blocks for any preschooler to master before learning letter formations. The key to
good handwriting is continual practice with fine motor skills. Make sure that the letter is large enough to be
easily recognizable when filled with straws. Just as it does when you are teaching your child to read!
According to education blogger Lisette, from Where Imagination Grows , pre-writing practice teaches
directionality in writing, encourages fine muscle development and coordination, and also helps students
process sensory information critical to the writing process. Beads Just like the one above, this activity builds
fine motor skills that your young students need to begin writing. Activities to Build Strong Core Muscles for
Pre-Writing Activities There are many fun ways to encourage strong core muscles with your toddlers and
preschoolersâ€¦ here are some I've thought of.


